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GROWTH OF THE FELLOWSHIP 

00 pages five through eight is a listing of 
various countries and the activities within each of 
those countries. This information is exciting to 
read. It shows where the Fellowship is expanding. 
and as all of us share in the birth of recovery in 
other couDtries. it is always interesting and 
exciting to see. 

The growth internationally. however, is not 
without its problems. Each group in a new country 
is started in the face of a great number of 
obstacles. They arc obstacles to which most 
English-speaking members are usually oblivious. 
There arc problems oC language, culture, custom, 
politics, religious and racial differences. 

The English-speaking membership generally 
benefits from a tolerant political, religious and 
cultural system that permits N.A. development 
according to the principles of our program as they 
are stated. We have found in our Traditions a 
basis for equality of members, a single requirement 
for membership, and an acknowledgement that the 
principal authority of our groups is the expression 
of a loving God. Some cultures, however, make it 
difficult for these concepts to be applicable in the 
same manner as they are found in the English
speaking countries. The English-speaking member 
is the fortunate beneficiary of cultural growth and 
tolerance, a growing enlightenment of equality of 
democratic thought and people. But. this is not 
always the case in countries where our Fellowship 
is only beginning 

In some cultures. the ability of an individual to 
participate in some aspects of society is determined 
by religious grounds. ethnic grounds, and in some 
situations, political grounds. These constraints will 
be severely tested by a Fellowship emerging with 
the beliefs as are found in the Program of 
Narcotics Anonymous. 

It may not always be possible for groups in 
these countries to evolve with the clear concepts of 
equality found in the English-speaking countries. 
How these emerging N.A. communities resolve these 
problems, and how those communities interface 
with the English-speaking N.A. communities. is a 
matter yet to be understood. 

We will, in this report, begin to share some of 
the concerns we have become aware of about the 
growth of the Fellowship in other countries. We 
nave increased our communications with members 
along with other individuals who wish to assist in 

starting N.A. groups. It has been the policy of our 
Office to provide information and Starter Kits so 
that N.A. meetings can be developed. This has 
aided the growth of N.A. in English-speaking 
countries, as well as non-English speaking 
countries. 

In some situations. meetings have begun that 
were inappropriately associated with a treatmen t 
program, hospital or other association. T ypically, 
however. over a period of time, as the members 
themselves take control of the group, the y have 
separated themsel ves from the orig inating 
individual. hospital or association. This has meant, 
from time to time, that groups in a given area were 
at odds concerning their understandings and their 
loyalties about recovery. In the long term, 
however, we have failed to find that this approach 
has had a negative impact on the Fellowship. We 
believe the experience overall of encouraging the 
growth of N.A. groups in this way has helped in 
the development of N.A. as the means of recovery 
for thousands~of_ addicts who otherwise would not 
have found recovery. 

In order to present some examples of the types 
of political. cultural, religious, and social 
differences that N.A. will experience from time to 
time, the following section is an excerpt from a 
report prepared following a visit to Japan by a 
WSO staff member. The report conveys a number 
of complex issues facing the growth of N.A. in 
Japan given its entirely unique cultural setting. 

N.A. in Japan 

There are many obstacles that face the growth 
of N.A. in Japan. Culturally the Japanese do not 
seck to publicly discuss their problems, as it might 
draw undue attention or cause embarrassment. In 
keeping with such customs there has been little 
effort by our members to communica te the 
problems they face. As long as that character is 
maintained, the problems they endure will be 
accepted and little effort will be exerted to get 
help. 

Another element of the Japanese culture is to be 
passive, particularly with respect to adaptations of 
Western society social o rganizations. Rather than 
being the "squeaky wheel ," the y will remain s ilent 
moving in their own ways and time to work o~ 
whatever problem is at hand. The Japanese, unl ike 
most Western cultures, are concerned with "sa ving 
face ," or avoiding the embarrassment and loss of 
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dignity that attention to their problems or 
shortcomings presents. They are, therefore, likely 
to seek assistance only after a problem has been 
around for a long time. 

They are particularly sensitive to embarrassment 
on the issue of · not understanding something: For 
exa mple, when two Americans find themselves in a 
confl ict over understanding some nuance of a step 
or tradition, the y will seek out some ·authority· to 
prove their point or to get cla rification. The 
Japanese members will not generally follow that 
pattern. They will choose to resolve the matter in 
a more traditional Japanese fashion . 

Japanese people respect and defer to their 
elders. The actualization of this concept in an 
N.A. setting gives the senior member of a group a 
dominant role in all matters. The senior member~ 
are looked upon for guidance and most members 
defer to their judgment. This means less group 
conscience application in the · American· model. 
The senior members of the Fellowship are sensi ti ve 
to this cultural trait and endeavor to avoid 
problems it that might create. 

The Japanese culture is less aggressive in a 
socia l or organizational sense. This influence will 
tend to induce an N.A. group to expand the 
oumber of meetings they offer rather than 
expanding the number of groups. An offsetting 
influence is the fact that few of the meeting 
spaces which are a vailable for N.A. gatherings are 
very large. Consequently, meetings seldom attract 
more than forty or fifty people at one time. 

Another inhibiting factor is the lack of 
mobi lity. Few N.A. members own or have access to 
motor vehicles. Although public transportation is 
easily available, it is time consuming and crowded. 
This tends to keep members from attending 
meetings in other parts of the city even when other 
meetings are started. Going to meetings in 3. 
distan t city is a major undertaking. 

The lack of mobility affects N.A. growth in 
Japan by hindering *geographical relocations· that 
might spread N.A. to other cities or towns. Few 
people, addicts particularly, move 200 or 300 miles 
to "sta rt over: Japanese people tend to remain in, 
or near, the community in which the y grew up. 

The concept of "face" is more drastic in its 
affect on the destruction of famil y ties. American 
families ma y hate the addict member long after 
he/ she stops using drugs, but they doo't as often 
consider the broken ties permanently destro yed. In 
Japan, this breakdown of the family's willingness 
to again help the addict is more complete and more 
hequently a *final" separation. 

The socia l stigma attached to an addict's arrest 
or disgrace by open drug abuse (or even worse, 
arrest for other crimes as well) is felt more fully 
by Japanese famil y members than in America. 
Retaliation by terminatio n of the family 
rclationship is one way the rest of the family can 
save their reputation or ·face." 

This dumping of the addict into an empt y 
envi ronment makes finding treatment harder and 
de tracts f rom the reinforcement our members need 

in their first years of recovery in N.A. Conversely, 
this strengthens the relationship addicts develop 
with treatment centers or halfway houses. This 
strengthened treatment center-addict relationship 
has a divisive impact on the addicts as the y emerge 
from treatment or halfway house loyalty to N.A. 
loyalty. 

Treatment is hard to find in Japan. The 
dominant view from the government is that by 
harsh sentencing of offenders for drug-related 
crimes, it deters others and eliminates the problem 
of addiction, because drugs are very hard to get 
while in Japanese prisons. Furthermore, the 
government seems to feel that acceptance of the 
rehabilitation concept for addicts might encourage 
other people to try drugs. 

There is, however, a divergence between the 
Justice Department philosophy and that of the 
Welfare or Public Health Department. The Welfare 
and Health people who have come into cootact 
with N.A. have been interested and supporti ve . 

In addition to the mobility and geographical 
relocation concepts di scussed previously, there are 
other differences that have a negative impact in 
Japan. In the general growth of the Fellowship in 
recent yea rs, N.A. has benefited from addicts 
traveling from one area to another and shar ing 
their own recovery. In this way they were able to 
pick up new ideas and concepts and ways to do the 
things that were customary in other areas. This 
cross breeding has strengthened N.A. and 
mlDJmizes the problems that isolation creates. 
Because of the lack of geographical relocations and 
mobility of the Japanese members, it is ve ry 
unlikel y that the Japanese N.A. community will 
benefit from this crossbreeding in the American 
style. 

This crossbreeding has been of tremendous 
benefit in America in leveling out the 
philosophical variations that occur in isola ted 
geographic areas. Our Japanese membership ma y 
not benefit from the crossbreeding beca use few 
N.A. members visit Japan. Some strong effo r t 
should be exercised in the future, and on a 
permanent basis, to foster this kind of 
crossbreeding for the Japanese N.A. community. 
Crossbreeding, even in an organized plan, will be 
expensive and time consuming. 

In the area of translations as with other 
countries, we have discovered some words or 
concepts that are not easily translated. For 
instance, the term we refer to as · Higher Power" 
conjures up in Western Culture the image of a 
spiritual being, sometimes referred to as God, that 
is all powerful, all knowing, and capable of ha ving 
an influence on the life of the indi vidual. 
However, in the Japanese culture there's no basis 
for a similar understanding of this term. For those 
members in the Japanese soc iety who become 
converted to Western rel igions, this concept is 
added to their thinking and can be understood. 
However, for the majorit y of our Japanese 
members oot only is the concept mea n ingless, but 
there a re no words to desc ribe it in the Japanese 
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language. Our members have adopted the practice 
of placing the English words -Higher Power- in 
their speech when referring to the Higher Power. 
The full meaning of -Higher Power- is not 
immediately understood by new members and is 
hard to convey to people outside the Fellowship. 

The traditional Japanese cultural philosophies 
are based mostly in derivations of the Buddhist 
religion, where individuals seek, while on this 
earth, to meditate and to perfect their personal 
behavior and thoughts to a more enlightened 
perspective. There does not appear, from a limited 
knowledge of the Buddhist concepts, to be a belief 
in a God to whom the individual can turn over 
his/ her life. In the Buddhist concept, it appears to 
be a matter of self-will and self-control. The lack 
of the Western Higher Power concept in the 
Japanese culture makes it more difficult for some 
of the basic philosophies of the Twelve Steps to be 
applied in the Japanese setting. This is 
particularly important when members address 
themselves to Steps Two, Five, Six and Seven. It is 
difficult for the Japanese members to fully apply 
the Western culturally based understanding of this 
all powerful God who works in our lives without 
some additional conceptual work. 

N.A. in Japan appears to have a much more 
forward and positive relationship with some 
elements of bureaucracy than in other countries. 
Of the approximately 175 people who were present 
for a recent P,l. workshop, probably twenty-five or 
so were N.A. members. Another twenty-five or 
thirt y were perhaps family members or other 
friends, the remainder appeared to be individuals 
invited as the target audience. The target audience 
was social workers, probation officers, and 
educators. It appears that they were very 
successful in bringing a large number of these 
individuals together. There were in attendance 
also a number of medical doctors and at least one 
municipal judge. 

There appears to be a general interest by these 
governmental employees in promoting the growth 
of N.A. They, however, are depending on the 
Fellowship to do the growing itself , rather than 
becoming involved themselves in developing or 
establishing new groups or meetings in their 
facilities. 

There appears to be a belief that medical 
doctors are individuals whose ideas and knowledge 
are indisputable and accepted one hundred percent 
of the time at full force and face value. This 
means, for our membership, and probably for the 
society at large, that when doctors in Japan believe 
that recovery is possible through Narcotics 
Anonymous then it will be endorsed and N.A. will 
grow more rapidly. However, as long as the 
Japanese medical society does not endorse or 
encourage participation in Narcotics Anon ymous 
the Fellowship will have a hard time reaching out 
to the general population. It seems very desirable, 
therefore, that some effort, both internally in the 
Japanese N.A. membership and from World Services 
(in ways that may be appropriate), be expended to 

inform the society and Japanese medical profession 
about N .A. Some reference to the recent decision 
by the American Medical Association to classify 
addiction as a medical disease could go a lon g wa y 
towards helping the situation. 

Another aspect of the Japanese culture that will 
have an impact on N.A. growth appears to be the 
propensity for Japanese people to be workaholics, 
by Western standards. The rush hour in Japan 
begins at 5:00 a .m. and ends at about 9:00 p.m. 
During this period of time, great numbers of 
people who have worked one, twO, and three hours 
of overtime are just leaving work to go home. The 
typical Japanese worker spends ten or eleven hours 
on the job or away from home at the job or in 
transit . For N.A. meetings to be attended, they 
will have to be early enough in the evenings so as 
to make it practical, yet not so early that they 
interfere with the work hours of the membe{S. 
Currently. N.A. meetings arc at 7:30 or 8:00 p.m., 
which means that those members who are working 
ha ve to cut their work hours shorter in order to 
attend N.A. meetings. This becomes a financial 
problem as it diminishes their income. This is of 
particular importance with respect to the fact that 
the Japanese standard of living is improving as 
time goes on, but still does not match other Western 
standards. The wage level for most Japanese 
members is fairly low and being away from work 
for an hour or two is okay only for a short period 
of time. One practical solution may be to have a 
greater number of meetings that arc smaller and 
spread out over wider areas, so that less travel time 
is required. 

During the discuss ions concerning literature. it 
became clear that the highest priority for material 
relates to a much lengthened discussion concerning 
the Steps, particularl y the first three Steps. N.A. 
service material does not seem to be a high 
priority. Because our members need help with the 
Steps and we have nothing of substance to give 
them, they will continue to depend on old A.A. 
literature. Unfortunately, the A.A. literature has 
the same Western cultural background as ours docs 
and many members find the references to Higher 
Power and God to be very confusing. It is 
imperative that we produce some material on the 
Twelve Steps, even with the Western cultura l 
baCkground, that our members can use. 

There is the related difficulty that is presented 
by the constant changes made by the WSC in our 
literature. This presents problems not only for the 
Japanese, but for all non-English speaking 
members. The constant changes are confusing and 
seemingly unnecessary. It seems to others that we 
should be able to approve materials once and leave 
them alone rather than continuing to make 
changes. 
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WORLD CONVENTION 
PREPARATIONS UNDERWAY 

The eighteenth world convention will be held in 
Anaheim, California on September 1-4, 1988. The 
Anaheim Hilton Hotel will be the headquarters. 
This year's convention is shaping up to be the 
largest ever with attendance expected to be in 
excess of 6,000 members. 

The host committee, in conjunction with the 
World Convention Corporation, is busy developing 
what promises to be a great convention. The 
registration information for WCNA-18 will be 
available some time in early February. Once the 
flyers are out, members are encouraged to make 
their arrangements early. 

Many of the problems that were encountered in 
New Orleans have been, or will be, corrected. The 
long, sometimes snail-paced lines that were present 
at WCNA -1 7 should not be experienced at WCNA-
18. The procedures for registration have been 
streamlined a bit, so members that pre-register 
should find it easier this year. The general 
registration process should also be much faster. 
The space to be used for the store will be larger 
than in New Orleans, thus providing faster service. 

The Conven tion Corporation is working 
diligently to make the processes for the world 
convention as efficient as possible. We are 
constantly reworking our procedures so that the 
members who attend will find them convenient. 

On another note, several months ago we 
requested a list of suggested speakers from regions 
that wanted to submit them. This was to help 
future program committees have at their disposal a 
resource to assist with the selection of speakers for 
the world convention. We would encourage regions 
who wish to submit a list of suggested speakers 
from their region, to send the list to the Worid 
Convention Corporation, P.O. Box 9999, Van Nuys, 
CA 91409-9999. Attn: WCCNA Coordina tor. The 
members should have a minimum of five years 
clean and convey a Narcotics Anonymous message 
of recovery. 

INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES OF 
THE WSC P.I. COMMITTEE 

During the past year, the WSC P.I. Committee 
has taken steps to expand its international scope. 
New participants qn the committee from various 
countries, and a n increasing awareness by the 
committee as a whole, have added valuable 
international perspective to the P.l. effort. 

This year, the WSC P.I. Committee has been 
reviewing written P,I. materials with a closer eye 
toward international application. Letters have 
been sent to people who are active in service in 
several countries to encourage input and 
participation in the WSC P,I . Committee's activities. 

Another focus of our P.1. efforts has been 
presenting information and displaying Narcotics 
Anonymous literature at international conferences 

of professionals who work with addicts. We have 
had very successful WSC P.I. involvement a t 
international conferences in Hawaii and Hong 
Kong during 1987, with attendees from dozens of 
countries. 

Public information letters have been sent to 
individual professionals in over thirty countries. 
and more public information work of this kind is 
continuing. For example, we have supplied N.A. 
literature to an organization which regu larl y 
conducts tours and education programs about help 
for drug addicts for foreign drug treatment 
professionals. 

As has been reported previously. a P.I . 
Coordinator from the World Service Office has 
been relocated to the New York City area. 
International P.J. work, through contacts with 
international representatives and international 
organizations, will be a primary fpcus of thi s 
special worker. 

We have learned that sharing about P.1. 
internationally is of great benefit to everyo ne 
involved, and we look forward to such sharing in 
the future. The development of P,I . committees 
and resources in areas and nations where there has 
been none before is a vital way of helping to carr y 
out our primary purpose--to carry the Narcotics 
Anonymous message to the addict who still suffers. 

WSC HId COMMITTEE 

The WSC H&l Committee is actively working on 
a revised version of the H&.! Handbook. The edited 
version of the draft should be available sometime 
early in Fl!bruary. The committee will be seek ing 
input on the handbook draft over the next year. 

We have received a few ~Sunshine Letters· from 
local H&I committees. We still need more. If yo u 
carry the message into a facility. please ask the 
facility to write a letter addressing the impact that 
Narcotics Anonymous has had with the residents in 
their facility. These types of letters are very 
beneficial to new areas starting H&I meetings in 
institutions. 

As many of you may know, the WSC H&l 
newsletter, Reaching OUI, is in the process of being 
re-formatted. We are still trying to publish thi s 
newsletter bi-monthly. but we are receiving ver y 
little input. This has been a problem for the last 
year. If you know of members who have experience 
in H&I, either from having the message brought to 
them, or from carrying the message into 
institutions. please ask them to write to Reaching 
Oul. P.O. Box 9999, Van Nuys, CA 91409-9999. 
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FROM THE WORLD 
LITERATURE COMMITTEE 

Statement to the Fellowship regarding 
the fourth edition of Narcotics 

Anonymous from WLC meeting at 
Philadelphia. Dec. 6. 1987 

It was brought to out attention that there may 
be problems with the fourth edition. 

The World Literature Comm.ittee feels th~t. it 
does not have the authority to make a. dC'7,lS1on 
regarding this matter. The WLC deals with Input 
from the Fellowship and can define, recomme~d or 
take action based on the will of the Fellowship as 
expressed at the annual World Service Conference. 

We spent some time considering the. fOUT!h 
edition at our December, 1987 meeting 10 
Philadelphia and we want t~ hear fr~m the 
Fellowship. We recommend uSing the BasIc Text 
Su rve y recently sent OU~ to registered area a.od 
regional literature committees or send us a brtef 
lette r. 

Fellowship response will be helpful in 
form ulating recommendations or taking actions 
within our N.A. service structure. our Twelve 
Traditions and the approved procedures of our 
Fellowship. 

IT WORKS: HOW AND WHY 

The Chairperson 0/ Ihe WSC Ad-hoc Commiltee 
assigned to coordinate workshops reviewing our 
Twelve Steps and Traditions book writes: 

We're slowly combining the review and 
approval -form manuscripts (both of which are 
combined in the black and white version currently 
being sold by WSO to a!1 registered lite~3:ture 
committees) Into one wlth overall additions, 
deletions, changes and rewri tes .. We still need more 
original written material on Ideas and concepts 
that are not in our book yet. 

Many regions are hosting separate workshops to 
create and review new material. If you're 
interested there are plenty of ways for you to get 
involved.' Input generated at area and regional 
workshops can be sent to the WSO to be passed on 
to the next closest world workshop for compilation 
into master lists. Better yet, show up in person and 
experience this process. 

After this stage of input gathering, the master 
lists will become the basis of the World Literature 
Committee's future work on this project. That 
committee's work will be directed by the World 
Service Conference in 1988. The anticipated 
direction will be to begin work on a review-form 
manuscript. That work will take at least one full 
Conference year to complete. There will be at 
least another two Conference years to continue 
sending inpu t after this year's ad-hoc process is 
completed. 

FROM THE INTERNATIONAL 
DEPARTMENT 

This Newsline is dedicated to all our non-U.S. 
N.A. communities around the world. Over the past 
several yea rs, the N.A. message has t~av~le.d to 
many different countries. through IDdlvldual 
members Fellowship communications, literature, 
and our 'increasing P.1. efforts. But there is still 3. 

great deal of work t? be done and this is just the 
beginning. Overcommg obstacles such as language, 
culture and great geographical distances is not 
always 'easy and is evidenced by ~oth our succes~es 
and failures. The Fellowship of NarcotICS 
Anonymous has a t remendous responsibility to see 
that all addicts have the opportunity to recover 
from our disease of addiction. Unfortunately, we 
arc not always aware or equipped to respond to all 
the needs that conf ront us in trying to fulfill our 
global responsibilities. . . 

The correspondence from non-U.S. communities, 
received by the WSO, has increased tenfold in ~ust 
a few years. Mexico, Central and South Amenca, 
India, Asia, the Midd le East and parts of Europe 
are all developing meetings, groups, and even some 
service committees, as well as offices. We ha ve not 
included information about England, Canada, or 
Australia because of the large volume of 
correspondence we receive from these countries 
and the multitude of service activities in these 
countries. Perhaps we will have the opportunity to 
give a more in-depth report on these countries in 
the near future. 

The following is a summary of the 
correspondence and information we ha ve received 
to date. There is a very good chance that some of 
you who read this article may wonder why 
information about your specific group or 
committee is not included. There are at least two 
reasons. The first could be due to the tardiness of 
mail delivery in general or that WSO was n<?t fully 
informed. In some areas of the world, hnes of 
communication have developed that do not include 
the WSO. So there is an added time lapse factor 
before we do receive information about some 
places. 

It is important when new groups or meetings are 
started that the information be sent at the same 
time to the WSO so you can be registered and 
receive additional contact information that may be 
on file for your country. If you are aware of 
other information and/ or corrections please advise 
the International Department at the WSO. 

A brief report was included in the last 
Fellowship Report on the International Ad Hoc 
Committee created by the Conference in April of 
this yea r . Therefore a lengthy report will not be 
inc luded here . Generally, however , the committee 
discussed four issues: Future organization of the 
international fellowship, translations, world wide 
publication of N.A. literature and cost equalization 
for partici pation in the Conference. Further work 
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will have to take place on these issues before 
another meeting of the Committee will be held , 

The European Service Conference held this past 
summer was very successful and led to formulation 
of an international newsletter for distribution 
thro ughout the European Fellowship. The U.K. 
Service Office is handling the actual publica tion 
bu t articles and input are being accepted from 
throughout the European Fellowship. A second 
decision reached was to accumulate and publish a 
European meeting directory. 

MEX1CO··Recent correspondence from Mexico 
signifies a great need for more meetings due to the 
la rge number of addicts needing and wanting them. 
It seems that the meetings are clustered in cities 
such as Rosarito, San Miguel De Allende and 
Tij.,l<lna and , consequentl y, are growing to be qui~e 
large. Correspondence indicates a need for new 
meetings in Guadalajara, Acapulco, Cancun, Puerto 
Va llarta and Monterey. There seems to be a great 
need for more Spanish literature in Mexico and in 
most cases there is very little mone y to purchase it. 
N.A is sometimes confused with Neurotics 
Anonymous which is well estab lished in Mexico 
Cit y, 

Central America 

COSTA R1CA··We received a request to sta rt 
Narcoti cs Anonymous meetings in Cos ta Rica. It 
seems that addicts are gening clean in A.A. and 
they want to start an N.A, meeting. Spanish Group 
Starter Packets have been sent to Costa Rica in 
recent months to a recovering addict with thirteen 
years clean. We hope to hear from him soon 
indica ting that a new N.A. meeting has been 
sta rted . 

EL SALVADOR··A meeting has been going 00 in 
EI Sa lvador at the Anglican Church since 1985 
with approximately fifteen regular members. 
U nfortu natel y, due to the earthquake in October 
of 1986, and the devastation it caused, the meeting 
has been forced to move to members' homes. This 
seems to have caused a lot of confusion and 
membership has dropped off. More N.A. literature 
has been requested by this group and sent in hopes 
that their meeting will become more stable and 
once again start to grow. Members in EI Salvador 
have translated their own material from our 
English literature. even though Spani sh translations 
are available from the WSO. 

GUATEMALA··The need for more literature, 
especially Spanish, is one of the biggest requests 
f rom Guatemala. There seem to be wha t the y call 
"i1 ligals" returning from the U nited States, 
conveying the need for more new N.A. meetings 
a nd more Spanish literature. They have indicated 
that meetings ha ve tripled in as little as a couple 
of weeks. Many N.A. members in Guatemala speak 
English and they are telling us that they are 
translating any English N.A. literature they have 
into Spanish. Again, the biggest request from 
Guatemala is more literature, Spanish if possible . 

HONDURAS··Since the beginning of this year 
two N.A. meetings have been sta rted in Honduras. 
One is in the city of Teguciagalpa and was started 
in January and the other is in San Pedro Sula and 
was started in September. We hope these meetings 
are growing and becoming strong. 

PA NA MA··lnformation from Panama indicates 
that there are approximately four N.A. meetings in 
this countr y. Two are conducted in English and 
two in Spanish. We have also received 
correspondence from the Panamanian White Cross 
which is a non·profit organization that has drug 
prevention and treatment programs. They also 
promote and support the creation of community 
self· help groups as a real and effective solution for 
addicts who are suffering. They requested Spanish 
literature and catalogs and also information about 
how to start an N.A. meeting, We sent them 
Spanish Gro up Starter Packets along with samples 
of our Spanish literature. 

South America 

ARGENTfNA··This year we have received quite 
a lot of co rrespondence from Argentina. For the 
past three years there has been a community drug 
abuse prevention campaign going on io the City of 
San Martin and in March they sent us a letter 
requesting information about Narcotics 
Anonymous. We also recei ved a letter from a 
regularly corresponding N.A, member in Argentina 
informing us of two very active and successful 
N.A. groups in Buenos Aires. He indicates that t he 
number of clean addicts has multiplied 
tremendously in these two groups over the past 
year. N.A. in Buenos Aires has become involved in 
public information, especially with professiona ls in 
the field of medicine and psychology. They have 
also become involved with the students in the 
elementary schools, high schools and colleges. 
Until recently this was done only by professionals 
or government agencies. N.A. is now getting 
recognition from not only the common people, but 
also from the professionals in this field . Because 
of the results achieved in the N,A. Progra m. the 
groups ha ve now been inv ited to a conference on 
drug addiction. We have also rece ived letters 
indicating that the materials translated in to 
Spanish have been perfec tly suitable for the 
members of Narcotics Anonymous. Argentina 
seems to be growing quite steadil y. 

BRAZ IL··Over the past six months our 
correspondence reflects a rapid rise in the number 
of meetings (twent y·five) as well as a concentrated 
effort to organize a serv ice structure. Meetings are 
mostl y centered in the large metropolitan areas of 
Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, but the y ha ve also 
spread to Belem in the far north and a few states 
to the west. A national se rvice meeting was held 
in July, bringing representati ves together from 
across Brazil. Doctors, clergymen, and government 
agencies have all shown a keen interest in these 
activ ities and the y support the N.A. members 
strongly. One of the problems we will be fa ci ng in 
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Brazil is the use and translation of the name 
Na rcotics Anonymous. Currently. some groups go 
by the name of T.A. (Toxicomanos Anonimos) 
which has become well respected in their country. 
They have requested to be able to use T.A., but 
they want to be affiliated with N.A. Some 
members there have an understanding of the 
problem this creates a nd are seeking OUf advice. 
We will be bringing this issue to the WSC and we 
hope there: will be an opportunity to visit Brazil in 
the: near f uture, as well as other countries in this 
region of the world. 

CHILE--Very little seems to be going on in 
Chile. There was a reQuest last year for a Group 
Starter Packet and some Spanish literature, which 
was sent. Although there arc three international 
contacts in Chile, as far as we know there are no 
N.A. meetings at the present time. 

COLOMBIA--Although we have received 
virtually no correspondence from Colombia this 
year, compared to Quite a lot last yea r, N.A. seems 
to be going strong in Colombia with approximately 
thirteen N.A. meetings and six international 
contacts for this country. They had written some 
time ago about starting an office and an area 
service committee. We are uncertain at this time 
how that has progressed. Most of the meetings are 
located in the interior of the country in Cali and 
Medellin. 

ECUADOR--There is N.A. in Ecuador with 
approximately five meetings and three 
in.ternational contacts at this time. We have had no 
contact from Ecuador this year and we hope that 
our N.A. meetings are growing strong in spite of 
the lack of communication. 

PERU--The correspondence we have received 
this year from Peru indicates that N.A. is growing 
in that country and that new meetings are being 
started in institutions as among the general 
population. There is a great need for any 
literature we can provide as they have indicated 
there is a lack of funds in Peru for purchasing 
their own. At this time we have six Peruvian 
meetings registered with the World Service Office. 

URUGUAY--N.A . seems to be just beginning in 
Uruguay with two meetings reported at this time. 
Again, the greatest need for most of these South 
American countries is free literature. 

Africa 

KENYA--We are starting to get correspondence 
from Kenya indicating that there are new meetings 
starting in this country. They are very interested 
in attending world functions, but unfortunately 
lack the funds to do so. We have sent them 
additional N.A. literature free of charge so that 
they may continue to conduct and start new N.A. 
meetings. It is sometimes very hard to comprehend 
the needs of our Kenyan members as our cultures 
are so diverse. 

NAMIBIA ( South West Ajrica)--A recovering 
addict with three years clean (formerly of the 
Republic of South Africa) corresponded with us 

this year requesting · help in starting an N.A. 
meeting in this country as well as getting N.A. 
known to the public. German literature was 
requested as this is the primary language spoken in 
this country. As of yet, no N.A. meeting is 
registered with us, but we hope this will change in 
the near future. She indicated that most addicts in 
Namibia are jobless and have no income. 

NIGERIA--Correspondence was received from an 
individual in Nigeria requesting any N.A. 
literature that we could provide. He also expressed 
a desire to become involved in the Loner Group as 
he is very isolated. 

SOUTH AFRICA--Although we have received 
some conflicting information from South Africa , 
our correspondence does indicate that N.A. 
meetings exist in this country and more are being 
started. There are quite a few requests for N.A. 

.literature which we are sending. 

Midd le East 

BAHRAIN--Although we have not corresponded 
with Bahrain this year we have record of one N.A. 
meeting still going strong there. We have also 
received some preliminary Arabic translations. 

ISRAEL--Meetings are still going strong in 
Israel. As of now, we have five meetings 
registered with the World Service Office, most of 
which are held in bomb shelters. One is in Jaffa 
and the other four are in Tel Aviv. There seems to 
be some conflict over our name as it has been 
translated which we believe will be resolved soon. 
The members have translated some N.A. literature 
and produced a booklet which comprises parts of 
the White Booklet and Basic Text. There have 
been various reports of service activity, but growth 
is still rather slow. Travel is especially a hardship 
in this country. 

LEBANON--Earlier this year we received 
correspondence from a recovering addict indicating 
a need for an N.A. meeting in Lebanon. It is 
estimated that there are 100,000 addicts in this 
country alone. He has received some literature 
from the N.A. Office in London and has expressed 
the need for more. The languages of the middle 
class (they are tri-lingual) are English, French and 
Arabic. The greatest need is literature printed in 
Arabic which is the language of the 
underprivi leged. 

MOROCCO--Earlier this year there was a request 
for N.A. literature from a doctor at the Centre 
PsychiatriQue Universitaire in Casablanca. After 
receiving the literature he stated that it was very 
well received and he ordered more. As far as we 
know, there are no N.A. meetings at the present 
time in Morocco. We have a special friend who 
opo!rates in this part of the world who has made it 
his personal business to see that N.A. is introduced 
to this part of the world. 
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Asia 

HONG KONG--This past summer the first N.A. 
meeting was held in Hong Kong. This was partly 
due to the efforts of members spending time here 
and encouraging other addicts to start a meeting. 
Our members now report a very strong group and 
we look forward to much success from their 
continuing efforts. A recent non-N.A. P.I. event 
was held in Hong Kong and was attended by one 
of our Trustees and other members. Many other 
representatives were present from this part of the 
world. The presentation was well received. 

lND1A--Over the past year we have received the 
most international correspondence from India. 
They. arc .growing rapidly with close to twenty 
meetlDgs tn Bombay, Calcutta, Mapsa, Delhi, 
Mysore. Manipur, Mangalore and Pune. As of now, 
we have at least twenty international contacts in 
th,is country. They seem to be working very closely 
With the youth as a lot of our letters indicate N.A. 
meetings and literature within the school system. 
They are very interested in receiving all of our 
literature. The N.A. Way magazine, the Newsline 
and the Meeting by Mail are frequent requests from 
N.A. members in India . Some of the statistics that 
have come out of the letters we receive from India 
are that there is at least one addict per family and 
that at least 80,000 addicts live in each of the large 
cities such as Bombay, New Delhi, Calcutta and 
Madras. Drugs are very cheap in these cities and 
drug trafficking is very big business. A recent 
letter contained a tape of 3. song composed and 
p~rformed by members about their experiences 
With the N.A. Program. It was really Quite 
touching. 

JAPAN--Please see another section of this report 
for information about Japan. 

KOREA--We haven't corresponded with an yone 
from Korea this year, but to date we have four 
registered N.A. meetings held at U.S. Armed Forces 
bases. 

PHIL/PPINES--The Philippines has also been 
very .Quie~ this :,:ear, but there are thr~e registered 
meetlDgs In Mantia. We also have one International 
contact in this country as of this date. 

Europe 

BELG1UM--Correspondence has picked up this 
year with Belgium and as of now, there are two 
N.A. meetings and two international contacts which 
we have registered here at the World Service 
Office. A Belgian member also has been helping in 
translating some of the N.A. pamphlets for the 
Dutch-speaking population in Belgium. 

FRANCE-- France is growing, Our most recent 
report indicates six N.A. meetings with some in 
Nice and others in Paris. Some meetings are 
conducted in English, but most of them are in 
French. There are at least ten international 
contacts on file at the WSO. Members are 

cooperating with the translation committee in 
Montreal to produce revised literature in French. 

GERMANY--Germany now has over thirty-five 
registered N.A. meetings and is still growing. Some 
meetings are held on U.S. military bases. In July 
the European Service Conference was held in 
Frankfurt. Germany. It was attended by members 
hom England, France, Spain, the United States and 
Germany. The European Service Conference 
featured workshops on group, area and regional 
service, H&I, P.I. and sponsorship. This conference 
has helped promote communication among our 
members in Europe and reaching out to newly 
developing N.A. communities. The German 
Regional Service Committee has an established 
literature translation subcommittee which has been 
working for some time on revising the existing 
German translations. They have just completed 
their work on the White Booklet. 

GR£ECE--There are now two N.A. meetings in 
Athens registered with the World Service Office 
along with one international contact. A Hellen ic 
Committee, located in London, is assisting the WSO 
with the translation of N.A. materials into Greek. 

HOLLAND--Correspondence has been slow this 
yea r from Holland, but there is a meeting we ha ve 
registered in Amsterdam. 

lRELAND·-Ireland is going strong with oyer 
thirty-five registered N.A. meetings. We also ha ve 
at the present time some fifteen international 
con.tacts f.or Ireland . . We do receive, on a regular 
basJS, caples of the mmutes from the Area Service 
Committee of Ireland, in Dublin, which are ver y 
wel~ome. There has been some difficulty with 
then H&I efforts, but the members are working 
hard to overcome the obstacles. They held a 
successful convention in October. Although our 
Irish members sometimes find themselves "short of 
pocket· their dedication goes a long way in 
supporting their efforts. 

NORWAY--We haven't received an y 
correspondence from Norway th is year, but there 
are two registered N.A. meetings along with two 
international contacts. 

PORTUGAL--Lisbon now has two registered N.A. 
meetings and correspondence received in July 
indicated that a meeting in Estoril is about to be 
started. The members in Lisbon have informed us 
that the meetings there have as many as twenty to 
twenty-five people in attendance. Members in 
Portugal have been active in aSSlstlDg the 
translation process. One of our biggest problems 
with producing adequate Portuguese translations 
has been differences that have evolved in the 
language spoken in Portugal and that spoken in 
Brazil. We hope that our Portuguese-speaking 
members are able to resolve this issue by settling 
on a version acceptable to all concerned. 

SCOTLAND·-Although we have received very 
little correspondence from Scotland this year there 
are at least eighteen N.A. meetings registered with 
the World Service Office. 

SPA/N--We have been corresponding regularl y 
with Spain this year and at the present time there 

• 
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arc five registered N.A. meetings in Barcelona and 
Cadiz. There is also indication [hat there are at 
least two meetings that have been, or arc about to 
be, started in Ibiz3 on the Costa del Sol. One of 
the groups in Barcelona has been very active in 
working with the WSO to develop Spanish 
translations. 

SWEDEN··Along with two registered N.A. 
meetings and four international contacts for 
Sweden, we are also receiving help in translating 
some of our N.A. literature from English to 
Swedish. 

SWITZERLAND--Switzerland now has three N.A. 
meetings in Berne and Zurich registered with the 
World Service Office. Although we have received 
little correspondence from Switzerland. it appears 
that the Fellowship is growing steadily. 

NEW REGION HOLDS FIRST 
CONVENTION 

The Alsask Region held its first regional 
convention in Regina, Saskatchewan, on November 
13, 14, and 15, 1987. An invitation was extended 
3nd accepted for someone from the WSO and the 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees to attend. 

Alberta and Saskatchewan are two bordering 
provinces in Canada and encompass roughl y 
500,000 square miles with a total population of 
about three million people. The region has areas in 
Calgary, Edmonton, Lloydminister, Wainwright, 
Regina, and Moose Jaw. 

About two hundred N.A. members from 
throughout the region attended and shared in thi s 
ce lebration of recovery from the disease of 
addiction. The program included a talent show, an 
all da y service workshop, a candlelight meeting, a 
home cooked banquet and three speakers. 

Our staff member reported: ~The enthusiasm for 
N.A. recovery was overwhelming! New members 
travelled great distances just to participate in 
every aspect of the event. The level of sharing 
before, during, and after each part of the program 
was another demonstration of how the N.A. 
Program can work for an y addict. People there 
were living examples of the gratitude we all carry 
in our hearts, and I will treasure the lo ve, 
hospitality, and experiences always." 

Our members in this sec tion of Canada ha ve 
experienced some problems in the past because of 
their geography, but the y have drawn on the unit y 
and experience of the worldwide Fellowship in 
overcoming them. The regional committee meeting 
now rota tes its meeting place in order to minimize 
travel and expense problems. The literature 
committees are working with the WSO to overcome 
some delays caused by customs regulations, and 
N.A. literature is more readily available than it 
was before. Communications are improving all the 
time, so that all groups now recei ve the Newsline 
and all committees receive the Fellowship Report. 

Many of the members in attendance reported 
their reaction to the speakers and the service 

workshop as one of relief and amazement! "I t was 
a relief to find out that N.A. is the right place for 
me! I was sca red that I couldn't identify with an 
addict who had many years of recovery, but when 
I heard their [Frank G. from San Jose and Bob R. 
from Los Angeles] messages of N.A. recovery--I felt 
at home." Several people expressed amazement that 
~you guys didn't come in here and lecture us or tell 
us how we were doing things wrong. We thought 
you might present yourselves as know-it-a lls, but 
we found out that you are just like us--addicts who 
are willing to share experience, strength, and hope: 

The service workshops were a mixture of 
presentation and participation. Attendance was 
very high and the focus was on exploring our 
service structure and generating an awareness on 
the behalf of newer members of the value of N.A. 
service committees. Our staff member presented 
the area service committee in general as one topic. 
Public information and hospitals and institutions 
discussions were led by trusted servants invo lved 
in those areas. The Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees was most helpful in answering specific 
questions about the Twelve Traditions. 

NOTES OF INTEREST 

Our Group Services Department records show 
significant increases in the services provided in the 
last year. Figures are provided for Nove mber 
1987, with corresponding figures for November 
1986 provided in parentheses. In t he month of 
November 294 (sixty-four) starter packages were 
sent , 241 (fifteen) additions were made to the 
Newsline mailing list , 242 (twelve) sample N.A. Way 
copies were provided, and 266 (twenty-si x) requests 
for information from new meetings were processed. 

We sent 447 pieces of written correspondence 
d uring the month . Of these, 416 were within the 
United States (every state except for two) and 
thirty-one were from outside the U.S. 

Correspondence from outside the country was 
rece ived from Australia, Canada. EI Sa lvado r 
India, New Zealand, and South Africa. Of course: 
there were man y other letters and calls f rom 
outside the country which were received by 
different departments here at WSO. 

The majority of written requests are fo r 
information on. starting new meetings, contact ing 
se rvice committees, or purchasing literature. 
Others are for information about starting new 
service committees. guidelines. service offices or 
questions about group problems. The number 'and 
nature of requests varies monthly, and questions 
which are specific to a certain area of concern (i.e. 
public information, literature. etc.) are referred to 
the appropriate project coordinator. 

FROM BOB STONE 

During the past eighteen months we ha ve 
discussed difficulties with publishing a directory 
of individual meetings. On several occasions we 
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reported that it has become impossible to keep an 
accurate list in our files because of the constant 
changes in information. The continued and 
explosive growth has also made it impossible to 
keep up with current information. 

The most promising solution is to use different 
approaches to directory information in different 
places in the Fellowship. For example the 
individual meeting directory approach can still 
effectively be accomplished in some geographical 
areas: United Kingdom, Germany, Ireland, 
Australia and most of the non·North American 
Fellowship. 

The WSO will produce in 1988 an international 
directory of meetings for that part of the 
Fellowship outside of the North American 
Continent . It will follow the format of previous 
editions of the International Directory. 

For the North American Fellowship an 
individual listing of each meeting is not possible. 
The most logical solution is to produce a directory 
of telephone numbers where members or others can 
call to find out about our meetings. This is the 
approach that we have concentrated our efforts on 
for the past six months. 

We have nearly completed the first draft of this 
reference type publication. It consists of maps of 
each state or province along with telephone 
numbers and some narrative information about the 
Fellowship in that geographical area. 

Your staff has been working hard to complete 
this draft so that it can be circulated throughout 
the Fellowship during the next few months. 

Soft Cover Basic Text 

From time to time the Office experiences 
normal problems in some aspect of our literature 
production. Usually these do not have an impact 
on our ability to provide the Fellowship with 
inventory items because of the inventory control 
system we follow. Unfortunately we have 
experienced one of those typical business supply 
problems that you should know about concerning 
the paper back edition of the Basic Text. 

There was a lapse in the quality control process 
used by WSO and by the company who actually 
prints the Book. The quality control process 
requires both our office and the contractor to 
examine the production of the Book at various 
stages. 

Our staff discovered several problems with the 
Quality of the work on the paper back printing. 
They were problems the printer should have 
brought to our attention, but it was not done. 
Consequently some paperback copies were printed 
that were not of acceptable quality. These were 
rejected and new copies reprinted . Unfortunatel y 
because of the time constraints involved, corrective 
action caused a delay in the availability of the 
paper back printing of the Fourth Edition. 

We are expecting the paperback edition to be 
received soon after the first of the new year. We 
had expected them to be available in October and 

began accepting orders for them at that time. We 
have kept those requests in our back order file and 
will fill them as soon as they arrive. We apologiz.e 
for this delay. Anyone who has ordered a 
paperback edition whose request is in our back 
order file can obtain a hard cover copy 
immediately if they send a written request to 
convert their order from paperback to hardcover. 
Please send these requests to Vida in our Shipping 
Department. 

Archival Service 

As the result of several letters and conversations 
during the past nine months, we have begun to 
examine the establishment of an archival serv ice. 
The discussion began when a member wrote to 3sk 
about the status of our N.A. archival service that 
was established by a WSC motion in 1984. 

The immediate response was to report that such 
a service did not currently exist, that the service 
committees who generate the bulk of the 
Fellowship records had not addressed the matter 
and that they would have to work on policies and 
procedures for an archival service if one was to be 
provided. 

Unanswered questions include such matters as 
how the service cou ld be financed? How would 
the service be managed? Who would have access to 
the information and on what priority basis? Wha t 
use could or should the material be limited to? 

Our first problem is that the WSO does not 
currently have sufficient funds to invest the sta ff 
time to provide an archive service. We ha ve 
generally limited our archival efforts to those 
requests made by a WSC committee. This has 
helped to avoid providing duplicate or simila r 
material for the different requests we get. It has 
also allowed staff energy to be directed towards 
the current needs of the WSC Committees and the 
Fellowship. 

This has been easy to do in large measure 
because most of the archi ve records we do have 
were generated by or in response to actions or 
projects of WSC Committees, the Board of Trustees 
or the Office. Unfortunately the records in the 
Office do not go back very far in time. When 1 
took over management of the Office in June 1983 
there were almost no records in the Office at all. 
We have made an effort to collect copies of thi ngs 
from previous years but it is a s low process. 

The records generated since June 1983 were 
established as a "current opera tions file system" 
and are not organized in a manner that easily 
facilitates a "reference library" type of archival 
service. We have begun to allocate a limited 
amount of time to improving the file systems so 
that an archival catalogue process can eventuall y 
be operable. Before extensive work can be 
completed, the different committees will need to 
discuss the archive concepts and recommend 
policies and practices that can be used to guide the 
access and use of Fellowship records. 
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We do not really get a lot of requests, except for 
purely historical da ta . We do get dozen~. of 
requests each year fro m people ,who 3rc. Wrlt,ID8 
books on their own and want to lDclude hlstOrtcal 
information about N.A. in their work. Since the 
Fellowship has not written or approved any 
documents covering the history of N.A. we have 
not felt at liberty to release what limited material 
we do have for non N.A. use. 

[n the coming yea r we will discuss this matter 
in other Newsline articles to keep you informed. 

PLEASE NOTE: The August and October 1987, 
issues of the Newsline arc incorrectly identified as 
Volume 6. These issues, as all of the 1987 issues of 
the Newsline, should be Volume 4. Please make 
note of this. 

COMING EVENTS 

ALASKA: MaT. U·lS, 1911; AR..SCC IV; Lak. Luo;ill. Lod,4I , 1300 
Ln. Lucill. Drive, W .. \IIa , AX 00681, (go1) 373·\776; Mkhell. (Wl ) 
745-10152; ARSCC IV, PO Box 874.935 , wuma, AX 00687 

ARKANSAS: OK. 19, 1;87; 40th Annual Ct ntral Atkan ... 
Chri,tm .. Party &; Danui Ki.fTfI Hall, Noreh Littlt Roc:.k, AR; Jon o r 
MalT.nnt (501) ll1·18401; Woody 6640-60540; Li,.866-5771 

AUSTRALIA: Apr. 1-4., 1988; 40th AWitraluian RCNA; 
Fremandt, W_t.m AWitrall.; 40th AWitraluian RCNA, Box 668, 
SubiKo 6001, WA, AUSTRALIA 

CALIFORNIA: Mal'. 40·6, 1988; NCCNA; Oakland Hyatt Rep:ncy 
Hot.1 &; Conv.ntion C.nttr, 12th &; Broadway, Oakland, CA; St..,. 
{401} 40406-4040405; NCCNA 10, PO Box 591140, San Ja-., CA 95159 

CANADA: M,y IS·15, 1981; ht Ontario R.aional Convention ; 
Toronto, Ontario; Rac:hll (4016) 189-0264; SWian 252·6686; ORCNA 1, 
5461 Dunda. St. W . Box 610, Toronto, Ontario, CAN MIIB 6E3 

CONNECTICUT: Jan. I·S, 1981; CRCNA ill; Stamford 
Shu"lOn Hotll &; Towln, 1 F int Stamford PIac:I, (2OS) 961-112:J; 
Judy 2N..()()111; D .. ve 3·41·4708; 3rd CT RCNA, PO 80x 6117, NlW 
Britain, CT 06051 

FLORIDA: Junt so· July 4, 1988; FRCNA·7; Stouffu Hotll , 6677 
s. .. Harbor DrivI, Orlando FL 32821 , (S05) 351-51555; contac:t Charllt 
M. (S05) 588--8273, Lovell H. 291·8ts8, Rkhvd C. 8111-1867; Florida 
RSO, 2727 E. Oakland Pk. Blvd., #203, Ft. L.ud.rdall, FL S3S06 

GEORGIA: F. b. 215.28, 1988; GRCNA vn; Hyatt R.,lncy 
R .... ini .. , 4S55 Alhford Dunwoody Road, Atlanta, GA SOS406, (BOO) 
228.9000; Shirl .. y (40040) 535-1628; Mitch 2640·116400; Rhonda 252. 7l!7; 
CRCNA VII, P .O . Box 2116, Gain.niU., GA 3050S 

HAWAII: Fib. n-14, 1988; 40th Annual F.llow.hip Wllhnd; 
Camp Erdman, HI; Tom C. (6011) 161-40631; Geo,... K. 262-40394; C .C. 
26 1·5869; R.aional Offict 533-4.900; N.A. F.llowthip W"kend, P .O. 
Box 27909, Honolulu, HI 96817 

ILLINOIS: It Workt World Work.hop , c /o Chicaro Svc. OffiCI. 
212 S. Marion St. St • . 27, Oak Park, IL 60S02 

INDIANA: Apr. 1·3, 1988; KRCNA II; EXKutiv. Inn, 6th &; 
Walnut St ., Evan,vill., IN, (800) 4.57·38401; Mikt w. (812) 40240·167S; 
Donnie A. 4022~5815; B.mi. T . 4016·0357; KRCNA II, PO Box SI840 , 
E ... an .... iIl • • IN 4077SO 

KENTUCKY: F.b 12·14., 1988; 3rd Annual Tradition. Work.hop; 
D. y.Inn, 101 E J lff.non St., Louiavill • • KY 4.0202 , (502) 585. 2200; 
Ro S. 9S5-U81; St ..... O . 9S7·1760; KRSCNA, PO Box 71S05, 
l.ouilVlIII, KY 400271 

2) Apr. I·S, 1981, KRCNA n, Evan.vill., IN·· ... under INDIANA 

LOUISIANA: Mar 4.·6. 11188; LPRCNA VI; Holiday Inn , 
Covincton; Hot.1 rn··Cheryl Hunt, (504) 89S-S580; lnfo--Peter or 
Mary, (504) 616-7298; J ohn or K.t, (504.) 893.9265; LPRC NA VI. 
P .O . Box 11593 , Covinpn, LA 1().f,M 

MAINE: Sep. 9-11 , 1981; W.' re A Mirac:l. V; Bruct &; Kim (%07) 
772.40558; Stan" Jan. (to7 ) 7&40.58&3; Bill (617) 5P_588S; ASC of 
Main • • Conv.ntion Committ .. , P .O . 80x 5309. Pon;land , ME O'U OI 

MISSOURI: OK 25.26, 1987; 2nd Annual Chrittm .. Party; Drury 
Inn, 1·70 and Blul Rid,. Cutoff, Kan.u City, MO; N .. nc)' F .• (8HI) 
4059·7326; Chrittin W., (816) 4083·6022 

NEVADA: F.b. 5·7, 1981; SNCNA II; Lu V., .. , NV; D.bi A. 
(702) 4053·665S; C.ve T . 452-6931; Nancy T . 4051..{)899; SNCNA II, 
P .O . Box 40711, L .. V ..... NV 811121-0771 

NEW HAMPSIDRE: Jun. 24.26, 1988; -Vi.ion of Hopt,· 9th 
ECCNAi Univtnity of NH in Durham; Jay N. (60S) 4oS7·5501; Bri.n 
4052·7875; Shlrl.y 4058·4.808; 9th ECCNA. PO Box S88, p.lham, NO 
OS076 

NEW ZEALAND: Jan. 15-\7. 1988; In N.w Z.al. nd Ar .. Rally 
for N.A.; Shlrl.y Community Centre, Shirley &r; Slattr Streett, 
Chriatchurch; Chrit or D .. v. 85~7S8; Chriui. 883·54040 

NORTH CAROLINA: MaT. 11·1S. 1988; h~ C .. pitol .Area 
Family Reunion; Sh.nton Imperial, Exit 282 off 1·40 betw" n Ralei,h 
and Durham, NC, (800) 111·6503; info Dayn. W. (919) 839-1219, 
D.vid C. 553·34SII. John H. 4079_2Q.40; 

2) Apr. 15_17, 1988; Gn;r. Charlotte Arta Con .... ntion ; M.rriou 
Hot.l . Charlott., NC; Libby Bok.h. C .I. Chair , Gre Cit At • • , 18021 
Nantt Rd .• Hunt.nvill., NC 28078 

S) July 1·3, 1988; 9th Carolina Reponal COn .... nt lon; Shu30ton 
Gl'ftuboro Hot.l, 3 South.rn Llr. C.nt.r, Gl'ftntboro. NC; conn.c t 
Marc (919) 855-3294. Ed 565_4.91S; C .1. Chair, 9th C.rolin .. , Recional 
COn .... ntion, 6518 Du.ty Road , Liberty. NC 27298 

OHIO: May 27·19, 1981; OCNA VI; Holid.y Inn ENt,.te , 40501 
E .. ~pt. Blvd ., Cincinnati, OR 4052405; Carolyn ft. . (513) 86S-9870; 
Buck r . 752·8281 ; Mnd .ptak.r t.~; OCNA VI, P .O. Box 92340, 
Hamil~n, OH 4050140 

OKLAHOMA: Apr. 1·3, 1988; Oklahoma Reaional Convention; 
Ct.mIlot Hottl . 4og56 S. Peori .. , Tul .. , OK 7401015, (800) S31·40428 , 
(918) 7407·8811; Leo S. (918) 664·4088S; Sarah L. (918) 742·4816; 
Chuck G. (4.015) S72·40007; Tonj .. H, ( 4005) 787 • .fOQ7; OKRSC, PO Box 
5240615, Tul ... , OK 740152 

PENNSYLV ANIA: F.b. 1&-28, 1988; Mid·Atlantic R.cional 
Learnin, Conv.nrlrenct IV; Gear,. Wt.thington Lod" , Allentown, 
PA, (215) 4oSS-013I; Bill A. 398·84038; Lou or M ike 4S2·8719; D . .... or 
Brend. 437-S285; H hour h. lplin. 4oS9 -84040; MARLC NA4, P .O. Box 
404.75 , Allentown, PA 18105 

2) Mar. 215·17, 1988; 6th Gre Phil. RCNA; Adam. Mark Hohl , nvn.' 
(115) 581-5000; conv. c:ontac:h D.nnil N. (115) 879·1172; J .R. 482_ 
6186; Mar(il 5$"·8182; Gn;r. Phil ... RSC, P .O . 80x 402628, 
Philadelphia, PA 19101·2818 

RHODE ISLAND: Apr I·S. 1981; NERC lit; Manion Hottl, 
Provid.nCl; Inro·Sttv .. (401) 78\1·2669, K.n N. 728-1114.; NERC m. 
Att.ntion , Mi.h.1I L., P .O . 80x SOO9, N.wpore . R.I 028400 

SOUTH CAROLINA: Jan. 22·240, 1988; 8th Annual Upper 
Sooth Carolina Convention; Holldt)' Inn H.ywood, 1·385 &; Roper 
Mountain Road, Gl'ftnville, SC i Mark (80S) 2404-1821; Bob 271·65402; 
1988 °NA COn .... ntion, 205 E . Hlllc,..., Driv., Gr .. nvill • • SC 29609 

TEXAS: MaT 15·27, 1988; LSRC NA Ill; Rod.w.y Inn, Hwy S60., 
Six F1.p Driv., Atlington , TX 76011 . (817)&.40-7080, (800)228.7080; 
VinCI 9240..og39; Don 738-5329; Rick 57S·S10 1; LSRCNA III , Pro,. 
COmmittll , PO Box 55400, Fon; Worth. TX 76108 
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2) Apr. 15·17, 1988; T_u Unity Convention, Whitney, TX; David 
(713) "2·8236; Texu Unity (Whitney.), 1612 SKond StrQt, Leel\le 
City, TX 77573 

VIRGINIA: Jan. 8·10, 1988; 6th AVCNA; The Hyatt Hotel 
Richmond, 1ota"tatl 6<4.t Broad St. &r. Glln.ide Dr., Richmond, VA; 
Mil &44.9143; 6th AVCNA, PO Box 15087, Richmond, VA 23225 

2) Mil'. 4·6, 1988; 2nd Annual Ch .. apeake / P otomac R.eponal 
Connntlon ; Stouffer Concou,.. Hotel , Arllnlton, (703)919.6800; 
LanKia C. (703}U7.6<433; D.vI H. 860-2880; Kevin A. 941·7474; 
Rep.tration Committ .. , P .O . Box 8821, Arlinlton, VA 22206-0821 

WASHINGTON: Apr. 8-10, 1988; 3rd Annual Wuhinlton. 
Northern Idaho R.eJionai Convention; Holiday Inn, 1516 GlOl"I"e 
W.,hin(1:on Way, Richland WA 99352, (509) g.e.s.·41U; to .ubmit a 
tape. contact Rhonda A., tl6U W . Yello_tonl, Klnne.ick, WA 
99:s:s6; .. en.ln{o. Cryltal (509) 135·3952, Rhonda A. 185·4060; WNIR 
Connntion Committ .. , 7403 W . Canal Drive *400, Klnnl.ick , WA 
99336 
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